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Abstract: The reduction of graphene oxide (GO) thin films deposited on substrates is crucial to achieve
a technologically useful supported graphene material. However, the well-known thermal reduction
process cannot be used with thermally unstable substrates (e.g., plastics and paper), in addition
photo-reduction methods are expensive and only capable of reducing the external surface. Therefore,
solid-state chemical reduction techniques could become a convenient approach for the full thickness
reduction of the GO layers supported on thermally unstable substrates. Here, a novel experimental
procedure for quantitative reduction of GO films on paper by a green and low-cost chemical reductant
(L-ascorbic acid, L-aa) is proposed. The possibility to have an effective mass transport of the reductant
inside the swelled GO solid (gel-phase) deposit was ensured by spraying a reductant solution on the
GO film and allowing it to reflux in a closed microenvironment at 50 ◦C. The GO conversion degree
to reduced graphene oxide (r-GO) was evaluated by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR)
in attenuated total reflectance (ATR) mode and X-ray Diffraction (XRD). In addition, morphology and
wettability of GO deposits, before and after reduction, were confirmed by digital USB microscopy,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and contact angle measurements. According to these structural
characterizations, the proposed method allows a bulky reduction of the coating but leaves to a
GO layer at the interface, that is essential for a good coating-substrate adhesion and this special
characteristic is useful for industrial exploitation of the material.
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1. Introduction

In recent decades, graphene and its derivatives have attracted great interest because of their
excellent mechanical, electrical, thermal, and optical properties [1–5]. On this basis, graphite oxide,
first reported over 150 years ago [6], has re-emerged with an intense research interest due to its
possible role as a precursor for a cost-effective mass-production of graphene-based materials. Reduced
graphene oxide (r-GO) has mechanical, electrical, and optical properties quite similar to graphene
because it has a slightly heterogeneous structure made of graphene-like planes, decorated by a few
oxygen-containing chemical groups. Owing to the graphene-like properties, r-GO is a convenient
material for many technological fields (e.g., catalysis, energy-storage, electronics, etc.) [7,8]. Several
GO synthesis methods, which are alternatives to the original Hammer’s method [9–12], and new
chemical reduction schemes are being proposed [13–27]. The GO conversion to r-GO usually requires
some reducing agents or a high temperature [13–18]. Among these reduction strategies, the chemical
approach is very promising for bulk production of r-GO at low cost. Unfortunately, most of the widely
used chemical reductants such as hydrazine or hydrazine hydrate are highly toxic and/or explosive,
which can potentially induce environmental and safety risks [19]. Moreover, the chemical reduction
process of GO usually occurs under liquid-phase conditions by dissolving reducing agent and GO in
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an adequate solvent. This approach commonly determines the presence of some reduction by-products
in the final r-GO material. Consequently, an alternative solid-state reduction technique could lead to
an environmentally friendly and contaminant-free product [20].

When GO is deposited in the form of a thin film on a substrate, which provides mechanical
stability and flexibility to it, during the reduction process, some other limitations related to the presence
of this substrate can arise. For example, a limitation of thermal reduction in the presence of substrate is
represented by the operating temperature to be applied, which is dependent on the thermal stability of
the substrate. On the other hand, in the photo-reduction method, which is also used for supported
r-GO production and typically requires laser radiation, the main limitation is that only the sample
surface is involved in the process [21–27]. Consequently, the availability of effective soft-chemistry
approaches for converting GO supported on substrates to r-GO are strictly required.

Here, a novel method to reduce GO supported on paper to r-GO has been developed. Such a
method is based on the use of L-Ascorbic acid (L-aa) as the reductant [28–30]. L-aa is an effective green
chemical reductant having a mild activity and non-toxic property, it is largely employed as a reducing
agent and it has been also used when GO is converted to r-GO in liquid-phase [31–33]. L-aa is much
more environmentally friendly then typical GO reductants like hydrazine and hydrazine hydrate.
In addition, a different study revealed that GO reduced by L-aa achieved a C/O ratio (i.e., 12.5) and
conductivity values (i.e., 77 S/cm), which are comparable to those produced by hydrazine [34]. Recently,
other green reductants such as L-cysteine [35], Glycine [36], and green tea [37] have been study as
reductant for GO, however these compounds have demonstrated to be inferior reducing agents. In our
process, the solid GO deposit, in a water swelled form, has been reduced by L-aa, taking advantage
of a diffusion-based mass-transport mechanism that is possible for the L-aa molecules, in a closed
water-refluxing environment. This ecofriendly technique has shown to be very adequate to produce a
bulky, uniform and highly reduced GO layer, preserving the paper substrate. Among the possible
porous and flexible substrates, paper is one of the most used and low-cost natural polymers [35].
Cellulose is convenient as GO substrate because the hydroxyl groups present on the fiber surface may
ensure an adequate interfacial adhesion. In addition, the paper substrate is interesting because it leads
to devices that are light in weight, portable, flexible, foldable, and biodegradable which are strongly
needed in fields like microfluidics, sensors, etc. [38–43].

The obtained r-GO layers were characterized by X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy in attenuate total reflectance mode (FT-IR/ATR), to have structural information
and to establish the reduction degree. In addition, the morphology was investigated by digital
USB-microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and changes in the GO deposit surface
wettability with the reduction treatment was determined by contact angle measurements.

2. Materials and Methods

GO was synthesized by a modified Hummers’ method [11,27], that was based on the oxidation of
graphite nanoplatelets (GNP) by KMnO4 (≥99%) and KNO3 (≥99%) solution in absolute H2SO4 and
after ca. 1 h the reaction was stopped by adding H2O2 (30%). The raw reaction product was repeatedly
washed by distilled water. All reactants were provided by Sigma-Aldrich. Then, the concentrated
aqueous solution of GO was cast onto a paper substrate and this system was allowed to dry in air
at room temperature. A Whatman® quantitative filter grade paper, 42 circles, diameter 42.5 mm,
was selected as substrate.

The GO supported on paper was placed inside a closed Petri dish (Pyrex), and thermostated at a
temperature of 50 ◦C by using a hot plate. The sample was periodically sprayed by L-ascorbic acid
(L-aa, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA, 99%) aqueous solution to reduce GO (see Figure 1). Such
treatment lasted for ca. 48 h. In these experimental conditions, an effective mass-transport diffusion of
the L-aa reductant was possible inside the GO layer swelled by water. To remove all possible reduction
by-products, at the end of treatment, the samples were washed by spraying distilled water on them.
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microanalyzer (Inca Oxford 250, High Wycombe, UK). Cross-sections were obtained by cutting the 
system with a scalpel. 
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evaluated by contact angle measurements. In particular, the sessile drop method, that considers the shape 
of the small liquid test drop to be a truncated sphere, was used. The sessile drop contact angles were 
measured by a Dataphysics mod. OCA 20, using 1 μL as volume sampling. Each measurement was 
repeated ten times at room temperature and the achieved contact angle values were statistically treated. 

The chemical structures have been drawn by ACD/ChemSketch Freeware Software, version 
2019.2.1, Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada, www.acdlabs.com. 
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the treatment with L-aa aqueous solution. As visible, the GO uniformly covers the surface of the 
paper substrate and its color changes from a light-brown (see Figure 2a) to black (see Figure 2b), as a 
consequence of the chemical reduction, thus proving that the GO has been converted to reduced 
graphene oxide (r-GO). The very uniform black color distribution in the coating layer suggests a 
complete chemical reduction of the GO into the r-GO. In addition, the coating does not show any 
defect (e.g., cracks, fractures, pores, etc.) and does not evidence any de-bonding of the substrate, 
before and after the chemical treatment. Further, the paper substrate was not modified by contacting 
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Figure 1. Schematization of experimental set-up.

The surface of samples was analyzed by digital USB-microscope (Dino-lite). In order to establish
the time required for a complete reduction, the GO supported on paper samples were characterized by
FT-IR spectroscopy, before and after the reduction treatment. FT-IR spectra were recorded in ATR mode
in the 4000–700 cm−1 range by using a spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer Frontier NIR, Milan, Italy).

The paper substrate and GO supported on paper samples, before and after the reduction treatment,
were structurally characterized by XRD (PANalytical-X’PERT PRO diffractometer, with CuKα radiation
(λ = 0.154 nm)) in the range of 2θ = 5◦–60◦, scan step = 0.0130◦, and full scan time = 18.9 s.

The surface and the cross-sections morphologies of the coating layer were visualized by a SEM (FEI
Quanta 200 FEG, Hillsboro, OR, USA) equipped with an energy dispersive X-Ray (EDS) microanalyzer
(Inca Oxford 250, High Wycombe, UK). Cross-sections were obtained by cutting the system with
a scalpel.

The surface wettability of GO supported on paper, before and after the reduction treatment, was
evaluated by contact angle measurements. In particular, the sessile drop method, that considers the
shape of the small liquid test drop to be a truncated sphere, was used. The sessile drop contact angles
were measured by a Dataphysics mod. OCA 20, using 1µL as volume sampling. Each measurement was
repeated ten times at room temperature and the achieved contact angle values were statistically treated.

The chemical structures have been drawn by ACD/ChemSketch Freeware Software, version
2019.2.1, Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada, www.acdlabs.com.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the images of a typical sample made of GO supported on paper, before and after
the treatment with L-aa aqueous solution. As visible, the GO uniformly covers the surface of the
paper substrate and its color changes from a light-brown (see Figure 2a) to black (see Figure 2b), as a
consequence of the chemical reduction, thus proving that the GO has been converted to reduced
graphene oxide (r-GO). The very uniform black color distribution in the coating layer suggests a
complete chemical reduction of the GO into the r-GO. In addition, the coating does not show any defect
(e.g., cracks, fractures, pores, etc.) and does not evidence any de-bonding of the substrate, before and
after the chemical treatment. Further, the paper substrate was not modified by contacting the acid.
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The coating surface morphology, before and after chemical reduction, was investigated by digital
USB-microscopy. This type of microscopy is very sensible to the sample reflectivity because the
observation takes place under reflected light. As visible in Figure 3, the reflectivity of the two samples
significantly differs: the GO sample in Figure 2a does not reflect light and appears mostly brown,
differently the r-GO sample in Figure 2b has a much higher reflectivity and includes even silvery areas.
It is well known that graphite, similarly to the metals, has a glossy appearance, as a consequence also
r-GO resembles graphite and have a mirror-like aspect. The higher reflectivity of the r-GO surface
allows to better evidence the presence of an open porosity in the coating layer (dark areas uniformly
distributed in the silvery phase).
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Figure 3. Surface morphologies, obtained by digital USB-microscopy, of: GO coating (a) and r-GO
coating (b) on the paper substrate (100×).

Figure 4 shows the FT-IR spectra in ATR mode of paper substrate (green line), GO before (black
line), and after (red line) the treatment with L-aa aqueous solution. The spectrum of paper (green line)
shows peaks in the range of 3700–3000 cm−1 that can be referred to the resonance vibration of hydroxyl
groups (–OH), a peak at ca. 2700 cm−1 that is due to the C–H stretching vibration, and other peaks in
the range of 1500–900 cm−1 which could be due a C–O functional groups. As visible, the GO spectrum
includes six main peaks that can be attributed to the resonance vibrations of: (i) the oxygen-containing
groups and (ii) the carbon skeleton. In particular, the very strong and broad peak at 3171 cm−1 can be
referred to the resonance vibration of hydroxyl groups (–OH), the peak at 1735 cm−1 to the resonance
vibration of carbonyl groups (C=O), the peak at 1227 cm−1 to the alloy groups (C–O–H) and the peak
at 1061 cm−1 to the epoxide groups (C–O–C). In addition, the stretching absorption of C=C groups is
also clearly visible in the spectrum at 1621 cm−1, and the band centered at 2840 cm−1 is due to the C–H
stretching vibration [44].
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Figure 4. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) spectra of paper (green line), GO supported
on paper before (black line), and after (red line) the treatment with L-aa aqueous solution.

The spectrum of GO after the chemical reduction (red line in Figure 4) shows a decrease of
absorption band number and intensities, thus confirming the formation of r-GO by the removal of
most oxygen-containing functional groups. In particular, the C–O stretching resonance completely
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disappears, and the C=C stretching vibration slightly attenuates and shifts from 1621 to 1590 cm−1,
because of the conjugation extension in the graphene plane [44]. The Optimized 3-D images of GO and
r-GO are available in the Supplementary Information in Figure S1.

Figure 5 shows XRD diffractograms of: pristine paper substrate, GO, and r-GO supported on
paper. The paper substrate has the typical semi-crystalline cellulose diffraction pattern (see Figure 5a),
which includes diffraction peaks at 2θ values of: 14.7◦, 16.8◦, and 22.7◦, corresponding respectively to
the
(
110
)
, (110), and (200) crystallographic planes of type I monolithic cellulose (PDF files: 000561717,

000561718, and 000561719) [34]. The XRD patterns of GO and r-GO supported on paper are shown in
Figure 5b,c. As visible in Figure 5b, the untreated GO deposit XRD diffractogram includes, in addition
to the paper substrate XRD pattern, the presence of a peak at 2θ = 10.62◦, referred to the GO (002)
plane [14]. The XRD diffractogram of r-GO deposit, shown in Figure 5c, includes, in addition to the
paper substrate pattern, a peak of low intensity at 2θ = 11.53◦, referred to the GO (002) plane, and two
peaks at 25.39◦ and 43.02◦, belonging to r-GO [14]. Other peaks present in the XRD diffractogram can
be referred to the presence of inorganic/organic crystalline solid phases (i.e., residual L-aa, calcium
salts, etc.) present in the sample at an impurity level. As known, the d-spacing of the GO is higher
than the corresponding value of graphite, because of the presence of oxygen-containing functional
groups attached on both sheet sides, and of the atomic-scale roughness, arising from structural defects
(e.g., sp3 carbon atoms). It is possible to evaluate this d-spacing by the Bragg’s law [45–47]:

d(hkl) = n(λ/sinθ) (1)

where λ is the wavelength of the X-ray (Cu-Kα1 = 1.5481 Å), θ is half of the corresponding scattering
angle, n is an integer number, representing the diffraction peak order, d is the inter-plane distance
of the lattice, and (hkl) are the Miller’s indices. According to Equation (1), such increased value of
the d-spacing, calculated by a GO peak analysis, results: d(002) = 8.32 Å for the untreated GO deposit,
while it results 7.67 Å, after the chemical treatment (see Table 1). The calculated d-spacing values were
more than twice compared to that of pristine graphite (d(002) = 3.54 Å), thus confirming the expansion
of graphitic stack during oxidation. Moreover, Scherrer’s equation can be used to obtain the average
crystal thickness, i.e., the size perpendicular to the (002) plane (2θ = 10.62◦ for GO and 2θ = 25.39◦ for
r-GO) and the in-plane crystallite average size that can be expressed in terms of in-plane periodicity
peak (2θ = 43.02◦ for the (100) plane) [30–32] as follows:

L(hkl) = K·λ/FWHM·cosθ (2)

where FWHM is the full-width-at-half-maximum in radians obtained by a Gaussian fit of the peak, K is
a constant depending on the crystallite shape, and it is taken as 0.89 to evaluate the average in-plane
thickness (i.e., L(002)), and 1.84, to evaluate the in-plane size (i.e., L(100)) [47].

Table 1. Summary of XRD calculations for the system before and after the chemical treatment.

(hkl) Position
(2θ)

Area
(Counts)

FWHM
(2θ)

d
(nm)

L(hkl)
(nm) n (Counts)

GO (002) 10.62 2699.59 0.66 0.832 11.72 15

GO (002) 11.53 876.68 0.39 0.767 19.95 27

r-GO
(002) 25.39 123.05 0.28 0.354 27.21 79

(100) 43.02 54.36 0.37 - 41.03 -
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Figure 5. X-ray Diffraction (XRD) diffractogram of the paper substrate (a) and GO supported on paper
before (b) and after (c) the treatment with L-aa aqueous solution. The inset in Figure 4c represents a
magnification of the r-GO peak (100).

The average number of the graphene layers (n) per crystalline domain can be calculate from the
XRD peak broadening by using a combination of Scherrer’s and Bragg’s equations, that provides the
following expression:

n = (L(002)/d) + 1 (3)

Table 1 summarizes the results of these calculations for the system before and after chemical
treatment. The (002) peak area of the GO is significantly reduced (68% of the initial area), the average
thickness of the GO crystallites before chemical reduction resulted 11.72 nm, while the same thickness
was 19.95 nm after the chemical treatment. A thickness value of 27.21 nm was found by analyzing the
r-GO peak at 2θ = 25.39.

The morphologies of the paper substrate and the GO supported on paper, before and after the
chemical reduction, were investigated by SEM, as shown in Figure 6. As visible in the two micrographs
showing the substrate microstructure at different magnifications (Figure 6a,b), the substrate was made
of compacted cellulose microfibers having a diameter in the 20–50 µm range. Several pores, with
a size of ca. 2.5 µm, were uniformly distributed on the substrate surface. After coating the paper
substrate by GO and drying this system in air, according to the SEM-micrographs shown in Figure 6c,d,
a continuous and uniform coverage of both the cellulose fibers and pores by a thin GO layer was
obtained. Obviously, the observed roughness in the GO surface has to be ascribed to the substrate
fibrous morphology that is perfectly reproduced because of the conformational flexibility of GO
chemical structure for the presence of the sp3-hybridized carbon atoms. Owing to the chemical affinity
between the GO layer and the cellulose fibers, related to the presence of hydroxyl groups in both solid
phases, a strong interfacial adhesion (i.e., absence of peeling off in the GO coating layer), with complete
filling of the pores, was possible. As visible in Figure 6e,f, the coating morphology slightly changed
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after the chemical reduction treatment, indeed the surface roughness reduced significantly, and all
deep grooves and folds are not visible anymore because of the increased stiffness of the graphene
coating layer, which consist manly sp2-hybridized carbon atoms. Such a lower roughness of the sample
surface that follows to the chemical treatment proves a complete conversion of GO sheets to r-GO, near
the coating top.
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paper (c,d), and GO supported on paper after treatment with L-aa aqueous solution (e,f).

A further SEM investigation was carried out on the cross-section of the GO and r-GO supported
on paper samples (see Figure 7). According to these images, the GO and r-GO solid phases do not
permeate the substrate fibrous structure. Figure 7a,b shows that the thickness of the paper substrate
was ca. 120 µm, while the average thickness of GO layer was ca. 3 µm. As visible in Figure 6b,
the coating layer appeared as quite compact and cavities or other defects were not present in this layer.
In addition, a good interfacial adhesion resulted between the GO substrate and the fibrous coating.
The SEM micrographs of the r-GO sample shown in Figure 7c,d suggests the formation of air cavities
inside the layer as a consequence of the reduction treatment, and the layer thickness became ca. 50 µm.
Probably, such cavities have been produced by the formation of gaseous by-products (mostly H2O)
during the reduction process.
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In order to establish the coating layer purity an EDS analysis of the sample, before and after the
chemical reduction treatment, has been performed. The EDS spectrum of both GO and r-GO sample is
shown in Figure 8. According to this EDS characterization, sulfur impurities (0.75%) and a little amount
of silicon (0.20%) were present in the GO coating. However, such impurities completely disappear
after the reduction treatment. Owing to the presence of a cellulose substrate, C and O signals remain
mostly unchanged by the reduction treatment.
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The variation of the GO coating wettability, as a consequence of the chemical reduction, was
quantified by measuring the contact angle of this layer before and after treatment. The “sessile drop
method” was used according to the literature [48]; this method considers the shape of the small water
test drop as a truncated sphere and measures the angle between the surface of the liquid and the outline
of contact surface by image analysis. An example the achieved values of the contact angle are given in
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Figure 9. The average contact angle value for a pristine GO layer is 53◦ ± 1.1◦, however, it is possible to
observe that the values on the two drop sides are not exactly equal, for example in Figure 9a, on the left
side, the average value was 52.6◦, while on the right side it was 55.8◦ and such a discrepancy is related
to the high roughness that characterizes the layer surface. This low value of the contact angle confirms
the high wettability (hydrophilic nature) of the GO coating. Differently, the average contact angle of a
water drop located on the r-GO layer shows higher average values and precisely ca. 97◦ ± 1.5◦ (see
Figure 9b), thus confirming the low wettability (hydrophobic nature) of the same layer after chemical
reduction. This significant increase in the contact angle as a consequence of the chemical treatment
shows the efficiency of the proposed method in the removal of most oxygen-containing groups from
the GO surface [49].
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Figure 9. Water contact angle for GO supported on paper before (a) and after (b) the chemical
reduction treatment.

Finally, this chemical technique is based on the possibility to convert the solid GO phase in an
aqueous gel, where molecular transport by diffusion easily takes place exposing this hydrophilic
substance to water vapor [50]. In particular, the hydrophilic surface of the GO sheets is easily solvated
by water molecules that also accumulate at inter-layer, thus generating a continuous liquid phase
interpenetrating the GO layers. The use of a temperature close to 50 ◦C allows a fast diffusion of the
L-aa reductant molecules, periodically distributed by spraying a L-aa aqueous solution on the GO layer
surface, inside the gel-phase. The mild temperature, selected for the experimental process, allowed to
favor the L-aa molecule migration inside the gel-phase, without causing an early thermal degradation of
the reductant. The schematic representation of the involved diffusion path is summarized in Figure 10.
This process also allowed a solid-state removal of different by-products (e.g., dehydroascorbic acid) by
spraying water on the produced r-GO layer.
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Concerning the chemical mechanism taking place in the gel-phase during GO reduction,
the investigated system should approximately behave as reported in the literature for the reduction of
single GO units dispersed in liquid-phase [51,52]. Owing to the slow diffusion rate of L-aa molecules,
which always characterizes a gel-phase reduction, a lower value for the reaction rate is expected.
Actually, the exact mechanism of the chemical reaction between GO and L-aa is not completely clear,
but two different reactions should be involved in the interaction between L-aa and GO epoxy groups
or L-aa and GO vicinal-hydroxyl groups. The reaction pathway is schematically indicated in Figure 11
(3-D images were not energetically optimized). As visible, both reactions require the formation of a
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good leaving group, which is a hydroxyl group, in the case of epoxies, and a water molecule, in the
case of vicinal-hydroxyl groups. These types of leaving group are generated by protonation of the
cited GO reactive groups. In particular, the electron withdrawing from five-membered ring of L-aa
makes its hydroxyls more acidic, consequently the L-aa is ready to dissociate two protons, that are
transferred to GO, thus generating the nucleophilic species (the oxyanion of L-aa, C6H7O6

−). After this
preliminary acid–base reaction, an SN2 step follows. In this SN2 step, the nucleophilic agent attacks
the sp2-carbon of the epoxy group or the Sp3-carbon of the alcoholic groups, and hydroxyl or water
results as by-product, respectively. In the case of the reaction involving epoxy, a further condensation
by SN2 mechanism follows. Then, this intermediate undergoes a thermally induced redox reaction,
that leads to formation of reduced graphene (r-GO) and dehydroascorbic acid [51,52]. Optimized
3-D images of different reaction intermediate and some more structural information about the kinetic
mechanism are available in the Supplementary Information in Figure S2.
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4. Conclusions

The possibility to reduce thin GO deposits on paper substrate by a non-toxic, eco-friendly, and
low-cost chemical reductant, like L-aa aqueous solution, has been investigated and according to the
achieved results, a uniform and bulky layer of highly reduced r-GO can be obtained. This process
requires to reflux the L-aa aqueous solution in presence of the GO deposit in a closed microenvironment
for 48 h at a temperature of ca. 50 ◦C. In these experimental conditions, GO forms a gel-phase where the
reductant diffusion can easily take place. According to the SEM investigation, a structural modification
of coating surface follows to the chemical reduction treatment, mainly consisting in an increase of the
coating flatness. According to the infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) most of the oxygen-containing groups
present in the GO layer were removed, thus determining a significant variation of the wettability of
the material, that changes from hydrophilic (contact angle: 53◦) to hydrophobic (contact angle: 97◦).
The XRD results show the presence of the main peaks of the r-GO pattern combined with signals of
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residual GO, thus confirming the spectroscopic results concerning r-GO formation in presence of a very
thin residual GO layer at the interface with paper. In particular, the obtained r-GO coating is composed
of graphite platelets, with the average thickness of ca. 27 nm and a width of ca. 40 nm, which are
aligned parallel to the interfacial plane and show good graphitic quality. This structural characteristic
is relevant to achieve a high flexible r-GO layer, supported on paper substrate because of the excellent
GO-paper interface adhesion, which is strictly necessary for an industrial exploitation of this system.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-6412/10/7/693/s1,
Figure S1: Optimized 3-D images of GO and r-GO. Figure S2: Optimized 3-D images of different reaction
intermediate and some more structural information about the kinetic mechanism.
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